INTRODUCTION
Many coefficients that do not correspond to probabilities are being proposed and used for the purpose of considering uncertainty in artificial intelligence. As an exaaple, consider the following assertion: "A car of brand 'A' develops transaission trouble three tiaes aore often than with other cars". Using P(XIY) for the standard Bayesian conditional probability, one aight have: P( car has transaission probleas P( car has transmission problems car brand A ) = .0 03, car not brand A ) = .0 01, and we have our "three" as .0 03 I .0 01.
If this ratio is one, we have statistical independence between the events "car brand A"
and "car has transaission trouble".
The coefficient "three" in the exaaple above is a factor linking two conditional probabilities.
Such factors are widely used in current expert systea codes.
They are known as "likelihood ratios", "certainty factors", "confidence factors", "evidential factors" (and others), as applied to "weights", "evidence", "beliefs", "rule strengths", "possibilities" (and others), with the purpose of "coabine evidence", "aaintain truth", "update beliefs", "propagate uncertainties" (and others).
SOME COEFFICIENTS OF RELATION
A saall collection of nuaerical coefficients has been identified as foraing the basic core of coefficients currently being used for uncertain reasoning. They are all old, simple and very useful.
What follows does not introduce anything new, or original.
Its purpose is notational and co•putational. The notation for conditional probabilities is universally accepted (and used). P(AIB) aeans P(A&B) I P(B) and not P(A&B) I P(A) or, say, P(-A&B) I P(B).
Nevertheless, for other coefficients which express some relation between two statistical events distinct fro• the bayesian ratio, inconsistencies in actual usage reaain strong.
To be able to use these coefficients fluently, one cannot constantly have to worry if f(A, B) for one iapleaentation is g(B, A), or h(-A, B), or1 I k(-A, -B) for another iapleaentation.
Hopefully, what follows should help develop a standard notation and noaenclature for thea, which in turn should facilitate their usage.
This note also addresses the problea of making clearer the distinction between what is being coaputed and the techniques used to coapute it. Perhaps unintentionally, current efforts with approxiaate reasoning in artificial intelligence tend to blend the two subjects together.
The net result of this state of affairs aay have a desirable effect froa a aarketing point of view. In the resulting confusion, it is always possible to claia that "our package" coaputes soaething totally different (and auch better) than "their package", with no possibility of being contradicted.
The discussion following the presentation of [W ise 86] at the 1986 Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence Workshop was quite representative of this, and illuainating.
The heated debate that resulted is a direct consequence of this blending of probleas with aethods of solution.
To reiterate the point, what needs to be coaputed to siaulate probabilistic aspects of huaan intelligence is a psychological or perhaps a philosophical problea.
Coefficients of relation have been found useful for this purpose. How to carry out the coaputations specified by these psychological and philosophical considerations is a problea of a rather distinct nature.
The specific nuaerical and coabinatorial aethods eaployed to solve soae proposed systea of nuaerical equations will no doubt influence coaputing tiaes, aeaory utilization, probleas with nuaerical stability, precision, etc.
Ultiaately 
Classical point probability Conditional probability (Bayesian)
Conditional Odds Ratio Conditional Probability Ratio
Conditional Odds Ratio Conditional Probability Ratio
We use here "-" for a logical NOT and "a" for a logical AND. The survey [G oodaan a Kruskal 1954 [G oodaan a Kruskal , 1959 will give the reader a taste of the variety of functions on the four quantities P(AaB), P(Aa-B), P(-A&B) and P(-Aa-B) that have been found useful for soae purpose.
The paper [Pienberg a Gilbert 1970] provides interesting geoaetric insights on independence.
Also see [Good 1965 [Good , 1985 for additional stiaulating inforaation.
RAN GES
Mainly for psychological reasons, it has repeatedly been found necessary to provide alternate ranges to the zero-one and zero-infinite ranges of these coefficients.
In particular, a "ainus one to plus one" range has been found aany tiaes very appealing.
The aost coaaonly used ranges and conversions are: MAIN ALTERNATE
In general, if a I b is a coefficient of odds type then a I (a+b) is of probability type and (a-b) I (a+b) is of syaaetric type.
Proa a coaputational perspective, alternate ranges are not needed.
However, expressing degrees of independence and exchangeability with a coefficient between ainus one and one, with a zero indicating independence or exchangeability, seeas to soaetiaes tickle our brain the right way.
In aany situations we also find that odds are favored over probabilities (see, for exaaple, betting). Perhaps this is how soae coefficients of relation are biologically stored, and hence further conversions to the odds scale or to the probability scale involves additional "thinking", which we prefer to avoid. One aay classify the situation as one of wanting biologically pleasing units of aeasure at our disposal.
4.
PRODUCT PARTITION DEFINITIONS Let:
We then have: QUETELET ODDS RATIO For values near one, the pair Q(AIB) and Q(A:B) and also the pair F(AIB) and F(A:B) convey alaost the saae inforaation.
CONDITIONAL ODDS
Q(AjB) = Q(BjA) = Q(-Aj-B) = Q(-Bj-A) = 1IQ(Aj-B) = 1IQ(Bj-A) = 1IQ(-AjB) = 1IQ(-BjA) = xw I yz de FINETTI PROBABILITIES RATIO
5.
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY Thanks to [Bayes 1763 ], the notation P(AI B) is a universal standard for conditional probability.
INDEPENDENCE
The papers [YULE 1900 [YULE , 1903 [YULE , 1912 introduced the "Q" notation for these two independence coefficients.
Yule choose "Q" in honor of Quetelet. The book translation froa the French [Quetelet 1849 ] is one of the few references given by Boole as having had an iapact on his writings in probability.
The deciphering of the very verbose exposition in Quetelet book aight have been Boole' s aotivation to develop the coapact notation that we today know as "Boolean algebra".
with the heavy eaphasis on probabilities he gave to his In connection with independence of statistical events, the paper [Wilbrahu 1854] can be considered a classic in aisinterpretation of its applicability.
In general, one does not know if two given events are independent.
By default their relation is unknown. This liaited role assuaed by statistical independence has been a stuabling block to the applicability of existing statistical results for artificial intelligence and uncertain reasoning.
A second reason for the unwarranted distaste shown by soae researchers in AI towards long established ideas and results in probability can be traced to plain and siaple "algorithaic draught".
The coaputational probleas that arise when we wish to iapleaent ideas and principles exeaplified with three or four events to three or four thousand events necessitate the developaent of entirely new algorithaic approaches.
EXCHANGEABILITY
Exchangeability introduces aany properties that airror the properties of independence.
For exuple, with N exchangeable events we have N degrees of freedoa uong the 2 N product partition events, exactly as with independent events.
Consult [de Finetti 1937 [de Finetti , 1969 , [Chrisaa 1971 [Chrisaa , 1982 , [Diaconis 82 ], [Galubos 82 ] to get acquainted with results and a growing bibliography on exchangeability.
Many statistical events in approxiaate reasoning are aore precisely aodeled by assuaing exchangeability than independence. The constraints introduced by exchangeability blend easily with the polyhedral constraints arising froa the fact that the statistical events under consideration are at the onset defined with arbitrary boolean functions, which are also polyhedral constraints.
Consult [Ursie 1987 ] for additional inforaation on the constraints on the probabilities of the product partition arising froa boolean constraints.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It seeas inevitable that aany other coefficients, besides the ones reported here, will becoae necessary to quantify finer and finer properties for relations uong events.
For exuple, chi-square for two events is also an independence coefficient.
However, the coefficients Q(AIB), Q(A:B), F(AIB) and F(A:B) stand out for their siaplicity and generality.
In using these coefficients for approxiaate reasoning one tacitly assuaes the validity of probabilistic ideas as a fraaework for reasoning with uncertainty.
Insights on this can be found in [Cheeseaan 1985] . A further consequence of the probabilistic approach is the deaise of the concept of a logical deduction.
All what we truly have is a systea of linear and nonlinear equations, soae derived fro• coefficients of relation and soae derived froa boolean definitions of events.
As an exaaple of this, consult [Deapster 1967 ], [Quinlan 1983 [Quinlan , 1985 .
The sought answers, in the fora of probabilities of soae events and of coefficients of relation for soae collections of events, are siaply obtained by solving appropriate systeas of algebraic equations. If possible, we solve thea by analytical aeans.
If analytical aethods fail, as has been the case with aany probabilistic probleas arising froa artificial intelligence, we solve thea with nuaerical aethods.
If exact solutions cannot be obtained in reasonable aaounts of tiae, we use approxiaate aethods.
Describing Gaussian eliaination or the siaplex aethod as procedures perforaed by an inference net, or by an algoritha perforaing a deduction, or by a forward or backward chain of inferences does not seea to describe the aethods of solution that can be actually eaployed.
Efficient aethods of solution for these systeas of equations aay have very little relation with what they aean to the end user. As a point fo reference, consider the fast Fourier trans fora algoritha and its relation to soae intuitive aeaning of haraonic analysis. The point of view taken here and in [Ursie 87 ] is that aost (if not all) of what is currently being proposed as reasoning with uncertainty can be interpreted as consisting of the problea of solving systeas of linear and nonlinear inequalities and equations with the unknowns being soae sought collection of coefficients of relation.
Advances will therefore coae froa two sources. First, the equations to be solved aust be clearly and precisely stated. This is not an easy task, especially with respect to the constraints arising froa logical conditions. Second, we systeaatically develop specialized nuaerical aethods for the solution of the particular systeas of equations so obtained. As a consequence, with the help of standardized test probleas, available aethods of solution, trade-offs between precision and coaputing tiaes, specialized sub-probleas, etc. , can be analyzed and coapared.
Fro• this perspective, aost (if not all) of the current efforts in approxiaate reasoning can be interpreted as being ad hock aethods of solution (neither very efficient nor very precise) for the very special systeas of equations and inequalities arising fro• the logical and statistical constraints defining the problea at hand.
Trying to aiaic what we perceive as being the solution aethods eaployed by biological coaputers for the problea aay be counterproductive.
Biological systeas have such severe liaitations in energy consuaption and energy density that the solutions they developed to the probleas we are facing aay not be suitable to the tools at our disposal. One should consider that we do not build airplanes with flapping wings.
